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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL

AGENDA ITEM No, REPORT
To: CORPORATE SERVICES Subject: ASSET MANAGEMENT PLANNING

COMMITTEE COATS HOUSE, AIRDRIE −
RELOCATION OF AIRDRIE FIRST STOP
SHOP AND REFURBISHMENT WORKS

From: JOINT ACTING HEAD OF DESIGN &
PROPERTY SERVICES

Date: 22nd April 2014 Ref: EH/AB/JS

1.0 PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1 The purpose of this report is to seek approval for funding to be made available from the Council's
Capital Programme which will create a modem fit for purpose First Stop Shop within Coats
House, Airdrie and assist with a partial refurbishment of the building following the recent
acquisition.

2.0 BACKGROUND

2.1 On 30 April 2013, a report was considered by the Regeneration and Infrastructure Committee
which confirmed approval of the option to purchase Coats House, Airdrie. The purchase of the
property addressed the long term accommodation requirements for the 195 Housing and Social
Work staff located within the building and also contributed to ongoing efficiency savings through
exiting the onerous lease which was in place. In addition, the acquisition of the building
conformed to the Councils policy to locate Council Services in strategic town centre locations.
The report on acquisition also included details of a number of maintenance issues which affect
the property and recommended that these works be carried out on completion of the purchase.

2.2 Coats House was subsequently purchased by North Lanarkshire Council on the 24th May 2013.
Design and Property Services has in the intervening time re−examined the maintenance issues
highlighted in the acquisition report. It is considered that the estimated cost of the works remain
valid and the works identified continue to require to be addressed. On their completion it is
believed the performance and efficient use of the building will be greatly improved.

2.3 In addition, following the acquisition of the property, the issue of a suitable location for the Airdrie
First Stop Shop was considered in detail and it was recognised that Coats House provided an
ideal opportunity to create a modern fit for purpose facility in the town centre.

3.0 FIRST STOP SHOP

3.1 As the effects of Welfare Reform continue, demand from customers using the Council's First Stop
Shops' has increased significantly which has prompted the Council to invest in modern fit for
purpose facilities to meet the needs of our customers. It is recognised that Airdrie requires a state
of the art First Stop Shop and Coats House is considered to be the only realistic property which
could provide this facility. All buildings in Council ownership in Airdrie town centre were
considered along with a possible re−development of the former Orr's building and Coats House
proved to be the only viable option.
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3.2 On this basis, a feasibility study has been undertaken to look at the First Stop Shop being located
in Coats House. This service is currently provided from a listed building at 10 Bank Street and
discussions with Finance & Customer Services have indicated that this is no longer fit for
purpose. In order to explore this opportunity further, a preliminary feasibility study has looked at
whether Coats House could accommodate a new First Stop Shop from a practical point of view.
Two options were considered, looking at relocating the new facility on the lower ground or upper
ground floors of Coats House. Preliminary costing suggests that the lower ground option will
prove to be significantly more expensive than that of the upper floor. The indicative costs of
providing the facility on the lower ground floor are in the order of £650,000 whereas the upper
floor option has been costed at a figure closer to £350,000. On this basis it is recommended that
the feasibility study is developed further with the upper ground floor being the preferred
alternative.

4.0 OUTSTANDING MAINTENANCE ISSUES

4.1 Whilst the acquisition of the building reported a strategic rationalisation of office accommodation
and service delivery in Airdrie, it was acknowledged at the time the property was acquired that a
repairs / maintenance issue would have to be addressed in due course.

4.2 The table below details items and costs which were highlighted in the earlierreport:−•

Replacement Roof Coverings and Roof Safety System (includes E150,000gutter and downpipe_renewal/repairs)

Replacement Windows and Curtain Walling £250,000

Replacement Lifts £120,000

General refurbishment £100,000

Fees £80,000
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4.3 REPLACEMENT ROOF COVERING

The Coats House roof has been a continuing source of problems over the course of the council's
occupation. The roof is covered with lightweight manufactured 'slate' concrete tiles which are no
longer manufactured and are poorly fixed in position. The roof has required regular maintenance
over the years especially during extreme weather and it is clear that the covering requires to be
upgraded. Whilst there is no immediate risk regarding health and safety issues at present, there
are a considerable number of cracked and missing roof and ridge tiles causing water leaks to be
a regular occurrence within the property which on occasion have fused the lights leading to staff
having to resort to the use of desk lamps. Whilst repairs are ongoing on an ad−hoc basis, the
roof will require replacement in early course. In addition, the Rainwater goods are also in poor
condition and will require replacement/repair in some areas.

4.4 REPLACEMENT WINDOWS AND CURTAIN WALLING

The windows and curtain walling are nearing the end of their economic life and in some areas
have deteriorated and suffer from leaks and wind penetration. Gaskets and seals are
worn/perished with loose and missing handles. It is believed that the most cost effective
approach to deal with the issue will be to carry out a wholesale replacement of these items with
modern efficient units which will increase the buildings energy performance.
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4.5 REPLACEMENT LIFTS
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There are two passenger lifts within the property which were installed when the building was
constructed and there have been numerous breakdowns over the past few years. Again it is
considered that the lifts are reaching the end of their useful life. Coats House is a five storey
building and the lifts are a crucial factor in the smooth running of the building. In view of their
age, there is a risk of the lifts regularly breaking down which will cause operational difficulties for
service users and staff with disabilities and/or mobility issues. This, coupled with regular callouts
for maintenance and repair, mean the lifts can be unreliable particularly for such a busy front line
service. It is recommended that a full replacement is undertaken.

4.6 CREATION OF OPEN PLAN ACCOMODATION

As the Council seeks to maximise its office accommodation a move away from cellular private
offices will increase efficiency and maximise the use of available spaces.

Coats House currently has an internal layout which could be better designed to promote
maximum use of space. In order to improve the utilisation of the property it is proposed that the
internal layout be re−profiled to provide a more modern and effective open plan layout, along with
a degree of internal redecoration/modernisation. Discussions have taken place with Housing and
Social Work Services in this regard and it is proposed to introduce flexible working and desk
sharing as part of this process. An exercise to redesign the layout would also reassess the
current provision of meeting rooms and storage etc.

5.0 FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

The report to Policy and Resources Committee on 13 March 2014 which set out the updated
Composite Capital Programme for 2014/15 advised, under emerging issues, that a proposal was
being prepared for consideration which would allow for better asset management and utilisation
of building space within Coats House and would allow for the creation of a new First Stop Shop.

The five−year Capital Programme (2013/14 to 2017/18) provides for a sum of £11.050m to fund
emerging priorities in future years of the programme.

6.0 RECOMMENDATION

6.1 Committee is asked to:
a) Approve this proposal to allow the necessary refurbishment works to proceed and to

provide for a new First Stop Shop to be created within Coats House.

b) Refer this report to Policy and Resources Committee to consider funding this
development from the amount set aside for emerging priorities.

;tjflq
Head of Desig & Property Services

Local Government Access to Information Act: For further information about this report, please contact
Eric Hislop on 01698 504125


